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By a Pyramid were spooning,  "Of my love in this in-
In the purple twilight soon there.  "Here your heart I must en-

scription,  On this Pyramid Egyptian,
fold, love,  That my passion may be told, love,

There's a very good description," Said the lass as he read.
With the poetry of old, love," Pleads each lad as he reads.

Oh! oh! oh! oh! oh! oh!
Oh! oh! oh! oh! oh! oh!
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Sweet rose of Pyramid land,
There is a heart in command,
Of a caravan of true love,

That is waiting all for you, love,
If you'll but
give me your hand.......... As long as Py-ra-mids stand,

I'll love you, love you,.......... Rose of Py-ra-mid

land.......... Sweet rose of land.............
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